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An analytical framework operating across three domains

The Challenges for 5G Market-Makers
►

Challenge #1: building international standards new technology markets

►

Challenge #2: synchronising the rhythms of innovation projects with extant
rhythms of action in the real-world

►

Challenge #3: managing the politics of engaging with local community
concerns

►

Challenge #4: the partial nature of knowledge and the power of unknowns in
innovation projects

►

Challenge #5: holding responsible research and innovation in place in social
challenge projects

►

Challenge #6: the slow pace of inclusion and engagement in transformative
social science projects
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The Challenges for 5G Market-Makers
►

Challenge #7: communicating socio-technical change with the community

►

Challenge #8: co-ordinating action across institutional domains

►

Challenge #9: developing new business models for rural roaming

►

Challenge #10: communicating socio-economic value of core rural-community
actors

►

Challenge #11: preventing the brain drain that can render market creation
less likely

►

Challenge #12: sharing collective imaginary futures that 5G expectations drive
in order to develop a shared vision of the future
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Insights for 5G Market-Makers
►

Technology Innovation Domain
►

►

Socio-technical experiments matter:
►

action research projects that put new
technologies into new places and spaces
are social, technical and political
experiments and should be treated as such

►

They need new infrastructures and
expertise to make them work

Markets need to be built bottom-up:
►

those living in the sites where markets are
to be situated, should be included in
innovation projects (moving beyond the use
case)
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Insights for 5G Market-Makers
►

Institutional Domain
►

Government projects play a key role in
connecting organisations across boundaries
►

►

►

Helping to imagine new local markets and
economies based on new forms of social
interaction

Government projects hold responsibilities
in place as market actors work out what to
do next
►

By framing the need for inclusion

►

By anticipating challenges and the need for
change, reflecting and responding

Continuity of projects over an extended
time period is critical
►

Avoiding learn and lose
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Insights for 5G Market-Makers
►

Technology-in-use Domain
►

►

Communities need to see what use is
being made of new technologies
►

Value-in-use

►

Targeted PR can help

New and Emerging use cases (and their
associated start-ups) need ‘catalysing’
support
►

Technology and Management hubs can
help
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Evaluation of 5G Uses Cases and the
Making of Markets for 5G related Offerings
Vision
Organisation’s
vision and imaginings
of potential customer
problem-solution in
relation to emerging
understandings of
what technologies
might do

Market
Offer

Ecosystem
Infrastructure

Market offering
to potential customer
groups

Key market actors that
need to be mobilised to
create an innovative
system of production and
consumption

Financial Viability
Emerging costs of production, operation and
closeness to viable price point
Fit with other organisational activities and
investments

►

We need new tools for supporting the
development of innovation
simultaneously with market creation

►

We need new forms of expertise to
drive inclusive approaches to
market-making

►

We need time and continuity of
investment and commitment to make
innovation work well and become part
of sustainable ecosystems
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